10:00 a.m.: 1:1 with a chapter president about their academic and retention problems.
11:00 a.m.: Meet with a student who was sexually assaulted.
1:00 p.m.: Meet with a parent who believes their student has been hazed.
2:00 p.m.: Have a student break down crying in your office.

When this can be our daily schedule, how do we as fraternity/sorority advisors find balance in our day, let alone our life, between our multiple roles as advisor, counselor, mediator, planner, and advocate while ensuring we are our best selves?

Often, when we answer or are asked about work-life balance, we focus on balance in the aggregate of our entire life. This approach admittedly can seem huge and impossible and, at worst, downright depressing. Many of us struggle to see how it can be possible to balance all of the demands of our professional and personal lives with such challenging and demanding work in the current landscape and national spotlight on our field. In order for us to move the needle and change our reality, we have to acknowledge what stands in our way.

Identifying the obstacles in our daily work lives can feel like an ever-growing list of issues, concerns, and challenges. While it is almost impossible to create an exhaustive list, here are some of the areas that can provide some challenges for us in finding daily balance:

1) **Ourselves.** Your number one obstacle is namely yourself! Our self-talk, the stories we create in our head, the “stuff” we let stand between us and what we want/have to accomplish. Our own emotional intelligence and coping mechanisms can sometimes hold us back from handling the many challenges of our days.

2) **Time.** Time is a finite commodity. We get 24 hours in a day and often are left feeling like there is never enough time to get all of our work done.

3) **Resources (human/fiscal).** Like time, many individuals in our field do not have access to adequate resources. Be it trying to run a fraternity/sorority community as an office of one or without a significant budget, insufficient resources stands as an obstacle to doing the important and critical work we need to do.

4) **Tradition/culture/change.** Change is hard, but change within a larger fraternity/sorority community is even harder. With a deep rooted culture rested in decade long traditions,
it can feel impossible to introduce new ideas into a community.

5) The open door. In our field, we are encouraged to be available and approachable to our students through an open door policy. Yet, with constant interruptions and disruptions, how do we have an open door policy while also taking time to attend to e-mails, phone calls, and self-care?

As a way not to be debilitated by this reality and overcome the obstacles we face as fraternity/sorority advisors, it is important we not get lost in a focus on finding balance and solving every issue within the entire forest of our work and life, but instead focus on each tree or day of our lives to find greater wellness in our daily work and life. It is always a good idea to break something large into smaller parts as a strategy for accomplishing a bigger goal and, in doing so, the cumulative effect of finding daily balance can help our larger lives be better aligned and whole.

When we consider balance in our individual days and in our overall lives, it is important to consider the different dimensions of wellness as a framework to help us understand where we are in or off balance. Wellness is defined by the National Wellness Institute (n.d.) as “a conscious, self-directed, and evolving process of achieving full potential” that “is multidimensional and holistic by encompassing lifestyle, mental, and spiritual well-being, and the environment.” Developed by Dr. Bill Hettler, the six dimensions of wellness that are interconnected and holistic include: occupational, physical, social, intellectual, spiritual, and emotional. If we are off in one area, such as emotional wellbeing, it can have a negative impact on other areas, such as social or spiritual wellness. As you approach and go through each day, asking and checking in with yourself (and those you work with) about how you (and they) are doing in terms of the different dimensions of wellness can be a good starting place for gauging what area(s) you need to focus on employing a wellness strategy to help address.

Some helpful wellness strategies for greater work-day balance include, but are not limited to:

- **Take Time to Yourself:** Schedule your lunch hour and close your door. You can eat, workout, mediate, go for a walk, play on social media, watch Netflix, or do anything that brings you wellness in dimensions that you have identified as needing attention.
- **Set Boundaries:** Unless you have a standing meeting that cannot be moved, give yourself time at the beginning and end of the day for dedicated you time to check email and work on important items on your to-do list, including your own professional development goals and activities.
• **Be Vulnerable:** Do not be afraid to let your supervisor or those that report to you know what is going on in your work and personal life and express what you need. This vulnerability can help those around you support your wellness and help you find greater balance, as well as role model vulnerability and self-care for those around you.

• **Know Your People:** Know those people in and outside the field that you can go to for processing your day and serving as your sounding board. Do not be afraid to speak to a professional and use your network for support and guidance especially when you feel overwhelmed and stressed. Your people can often be your lifeline to finding balance.

As you think about your own work-day balance, ask yourself what wellness strategies might be helpful and possible for you and talk with your colleagues and friends about what strategies they use in their daily lives. Then, instead of focusing on your entire work-life balance, try to focus on one day and one wellness strategy you can use to help you feel better and more balanced than you did yesterday. Keep repeating each day until you have made that daily wellness strategy a habit that helps you towards your overall work-life balance!

---
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